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management is now viewed as a
required core competency.

SUMMARY

Telecom remains as one of the top
five business expenses. As the industry
continues to evolve and expand, the
spending on services required to
support a reconfigured work force will
also increase. Budget managers will
need visibility of these services and
their costs more than ever to control
budgets and drive efficiencies.

The intersection of the global
pandemic and accelerating
technology advancements has and
will continue to have a significant
impact on the way businesses
provide and manage telecom
support across an enterprise. The
WFH and hybrid models that
businesses of all sizes are deploying,
will create new and lasting telecom
support challenges for technology
managers. Among them will
be efficient ways to manage
and support employees who are
geographically widespread. In
addition, the growth of the telecom
cloud market will continue to drive
the need for operational efficiencies,
while being held to high standards of
performance.

Telecom managers face a daunting
task to maintain control of expenses
in this rapidly evolving situation.
They will benefit greatly from a
comprehensive approach that delivers
ongoing savings, provides visibility,
and creates efficiencies. With that
in mind, they will need and seek
managed solutions that seamlessly:
•
•
•
•
•

•
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Capture service types & costs by
provider
Validate services and identify
where and how they are used
Identify and remove services billed
at closed or downsized office sites
Flag and correct billing errors
Utilize business intelligence tools
for analysis and reporting for
transparency and insight into
inventory and costs
Create processes to proactively
manage and maintain costs

these elements in today’s business
world will continue to accelerate,
heightening the need for managed
solutions that go well beyond billing
and offer long-term solutions that will
grow with and adapt to their needs.
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As these changes rapidly sweep
across the telecom landscape,
managers of these services and
budgets will require solutions to
control and monitor costs and
maintain inventories. Visibility of
their inventory and associated costs
will be of great value to managers
who must address closing offices
while they continue to support the
needs of a distributed workforce, and
complexity of mergers. The pace of
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